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These activities uses the possessions and whereabouts 
of aliens to make a potentially boring activity fun or at 
least likely to make pupils think that their teachers are 
a bit zany and therefore worth listening to sometimes.

Using the big alien information cards (reproduced be-
low) as a reference pupils place the little alien infor-
mation cards (sample cards reproduced below too) on 
correct spaces on either bingo cards or a connect four 
board (not reproduced here but in the full activity)

Quicklook at There! Their! Bingo and Connect Four
How to play “There! Their!” Bingo.

Cut the sheet of bingo boards into two. Cut up the  ‘their there’ cards.
One or a pair of players have a bingo/lotto board and one each of the their/ there 
“explication” cards.
Shuffle the cards and either place them in a pile face down or spread them out face down.
Players take turns to pick a card and decide where it fits on their board. The first player to 
fill their board is the winner.

How to play “There! Their! Connect 4.

Print the two halves of the game board on a colour computer printer. Cut the side off one 
sheet and glue it to the other. Photocopy the small cards in two colours and cut up.
A pair of players can play another pair. 
Shuffle the word cards and place them upside down in a pile on the table. Each pair have a 
different coloured pile. Pairs of players take turns to pick a card from their pile and place in 
in a correct place on the board. First four in a row - vertically, diagonally or horizontally is 
the winner!

Where are the aliens?  Are they there? There they are!

Are there 
any aliens in 

there?

There were 
some there 
yesterday.

Are there 
any there 

today?

I can see 
one over 
there!

What over 
there under 
that table?

NO!! Over 
there on the 

chair!

NO aliens 
there!

YES!! the 
alien is 
there!

their 
noses

Aliens and all their things

their 
feet

their 
pockets

their favourite 
food

their 
boots

their 
mittens

their saucers

their helmets

their 
radios their 

tentacles

their 
suits

their space-
ships

Do not ask 
green aliens to 
clean th........  

teeth.

Help!! The aliens 
from the planet 
Quib have lost 
th....... mittens.

The pink alien 
over th.......   has 
four very long 

tentacles.

My favourite 
alien is sitting 
over th........  on 
that shoe box.

Why do aliens 
from Glun wear 
th........ears on 
top of th....... 

elbows?

A pair of 
aliens from 

Minx are over 
th........ washing 

a spaceship. 

I don’t like the 
aliens from Woo 
because th.........  

skins are 
leathery and 

grey.


